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Cleaning Up Your Act
Professional organizers share strategies for home decluttering
that lighten the load on mood and health
| SHARE

BY TANJA KERN

Even if you're a certified
clutterbug, there's still hope—if
you can appreciate how
cleaning, organizing, and
decluttering your home bring a
much-needed sense of control to
life and positively impact both
mood and health.
That belief sets the stage for
author Marie Kondo's book The
Life-Changing Magic of Tidying
Up: The Japanese Art of
Decluttering and Organizing,
which has become a worldwide
best seller.
Kondo, a professional cleaning
consultant in Japan, commands a
waiting list a mile long for her
services there. But for the rest of us who don't
have access to her expertise, it's good news
that her book breaks down her approach to
tidying into clear, simple concepts.

According to professional organizers, tackling clutter starts with a look
inside the mind.

First, touch everything you own and ask
yourself if it sparks joy. If it doesn't, thank it for
its service and get rid of it. Second, put every
remaining item in a place where you can see it,
and then put it back in a place where it
belongs. This step will bring you to
housekeeping nirvana, hopefully getting you to
a place where you never have to organize
again.
While the book makes the whole process of
decluttering and organizing things sound so
simple, the reality is that a lot of people have
trouble determining where to start.
"Whenever I go to someone's home, they all
have books on how to get organized on their
shelves," says Southern California professional
organizer Thalia Poulos of Organized
Beautifully. "They've tried to do it on their own,
but it often doesn't work. People would rather
be playing golf or spending time with family
than organizing their belongings."
Living in a mid-century modern home can add
another layer of stress to the equation.
"In order to maintain one of these homes, you
have to have a very confident relationship with
stuff, because the style of the homes is so
minimal," says Dr. Regina Lark, a certified
professional organizer and board member of
the National Association of Professional
Organizers. Her own experience owning an
MCM home in the San Fernando Valley
highlighted the need for streamlined living.
A key argument of Kondo's book is that hardly
anyone is aware of how many things he or she
owns, and the reason they can't get organized
may lie in their heads.
"Most of the people who call me are chronically
disorganized," Lark says. "I see them as having
been hardwired differently than me. It has to do
with the executive function in their brain, which
helps you to make lists and keep order. People
who have issues with this section of the brain,
really don't know what to do. It's not right or
wrong; it's just different."

Just a few of the ugly faces of clutter in the home.
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Lark says if you have a brain with
strong executive function, you often
see organizing as very cut and dry: if
you're not using an item, get rid of it.
Some people, however, operate from
a place of fear: if they get rid of an
object something bad may happen.
"Their fear trumps their ability to be in
the present, and they may hang on to
items because they may have a use
for it some day, and then you end up
living for the some day instead of
today," she says.
Her strategy to declutter with these
clients begins with getting real. "If they
say that they want a minimal
aesthetic, but they can't get rid of 75
percent of their stuff, then we know
that it's not a realistic goal."
Active Forum Topics

Being organized helps people feel
strong, calm, positive. "If people have
a pile of laundry in front their closet,
they can't get into their closet to hang
things up," Poulos says. "If their home
office has piles of paper in front of the
filing cabinet, I ask, 'What are you
blocking yourself from? What's going
on?' Sometimes it's as simple as
having no place to put it, and
sometimes it's another struggle."
There are a few simple places to start
that can boost confidence, like your
jeans collection. Lark recommends
opening up your jeans drawer and
letting go of the bottom third of jeans
you own—the ragged ones you never
wear. "Statistically, we only use 20 percent
of what we own," she says.

Gutters on Eichlers
Water puddling on a flat roof Eichler.
tar & gravel roof
CA-MODERN Magazine on Aging in An
Eichler Home
Pair of orignal unpainted Eichler closet doors

Living in an uncluttered MCM home can be a tranquil experience,
as the two photos above suggest.

Professional organizers (L‑R) Marie Kondo, Lark, and Thalia
Poulos.

For the home office, it's really about
storing all important tax-related and
ownership-related documents and purging
what you don't have to keep. Trash old
magazines, catalogs, and tax documents
that are older than seven years.
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Marie Kondo’s best‑
selling book on how to
get one’s home and self
uncluttered.
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Poulos' plan of attack is also based on the way each individual's brain is
wired. "I've had clients say that they fight with their partner about how to
organize things, but there is no right way or better way to do it; we all have
different styles.

08.18.2016 04:12 PM

"I'm not a minimalist myself, and I understand why people want to keep
stuff. I have lots of paint and specialty stuff pertaining to my hobby of
painting furniture. As an organizer I know that if I do not group and
containerize these things in clear Sterilite bins, label them and arrange
them on sturdy shelving—going vertical is key in organizing—then, why
keep them?"

Battle Against Tall Homes Sees Success

Fans Will Tour Oregon’s Rummer Homes
08.10.2016 12:35 PM

08.03.2016 01:54 PM

Exploring Professorville’s Hidden Eichlers
07.27.2016 02:58 PM

Much of Poulos' approach also goes back to gratitude. "I encourage my
clients to express how grateful they are that they could afford this item,
and now it can uplift someone else's life by passing it along to charity."
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For spiritual clients, Poulos goes through a ritual of
leading them through blessings and prayers—
especially when she is working with clients who are
purging items that belonged to their deceased loved
ones. "By releasing those items to charity, they can
pay homage to their love ones and see the beauty of
how the deceased is still helping others even though
they have crossed over," she says.

Going vertical (in boxes) is key to organizing,
and eliminating the untidy.

Sometimes just choosing the right furniture to store
items will get homeowners on their way to good
organization rituals. To get rid of kitchen clutter if
you're short on cabinetry, you can use a hideaway
sliding cabinet to hide all of kitchen gadgets,
according to Shay Collazo of Nadeau Furniture, a
national furniture retailer.
A cabinet can act as a focal point piece that doubles
as a countertop or bar. In a kitchen or living room, a
multi-door cabinet is a great place to tuck away the
remotes, sound system boxes, and hardware that's
necessary but unsightly.

Silicon Valley start‑up Clutter comes to the
rescue by hauling away your mess.

Buffet cabinets are always good clutter busters. "I
always recommend using buffets for my clients—they
don't just have to go in a dining room," Collazo says.
"You can use them to serve as tables behind
couches, accents in a hall, or TV stands in bedrooms.
It gives you the ability to organize tons of items,
papers and hardware, in one easy-to-reach place
while giving your home the clean, minimalistic
modern."
By giving away what you don't need and no longer
serves you, you create a place for things that do
matter. Having a place for everything perpetuates
positive rituals to stay organized. And, you enhance
someone else's life by donating unused or excess
items.
But what if you're just in transition and just not ready
to let go of everything? Silicon Valley start-up Clutter
can come to the rescue. The company sends
professional movers to your home, where they pack,
move away, and then store your belongings in a
nearby storage facility. At a click of a button, any of
your items can be returned within 48 hours.
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"Seasonal items are huge for our service," say Emma
Gordon, organizing and storage specialist at Clutter.
"Things like Christmas trees, holiday lights, Halloween
décor—all the seasonal things you don't use all the
time. We have clients who have blow-up air
mattresses they use when they expect guests, and
they just have it delivered to their home when they
need it."

Maybe Eichler Fans Can Go Home Again

Remodeling projects are another popular use for
Clutter's service. "If you have light fixtures you aren't
using but want to save, or outdoor tile you plan to use
for a patio but didn't finish, you can store it with us
until you're ready," Gordon says.
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STORY RESOURCES
Hideaway cabinets and cabinets that double as
other things (countertop, bar, seating) help to
clear away unsightly clutter.

Dr. Regina Lark
AClearPath.net
Thalia Poulos
OrganizedBeautifully.com
Nadeau Furniture
Furniturewithasoul.com
Clutter Storage
Clutter.com

Uncluttered Truth
• The average American spends one year of his or her life looking for lost or misplaced items.
• Eighty percent of what we keep we never use.
• Getting rid of clutter would eliminate 40 percent of the housework in the average home.
• We wear 20 percent of the clothes we own 80 percent of the time. The rest hangs there, just in
case.
• Twenty-five percent of homeowners polled with two-car garages fill it with so much stuff, they
can't park even one car inside; and 32 percent can fit one, but not two cars inside.
• Twenty-three percent of adults pay bills late and incur late fees because they can't find their bills.
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